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Consultation Report 

Transportation & Highway Infrastructure Services 

 

Summary 

The Highway network is the largest community fixed asset for which local authorities are 

responsible. It is vital and fundamental to the economic, social and environmental well-being of the 

community.  

It was the long-standing aspiration to undertake a consultation and engagement exercise such as 

this which impelled the division to finally embark on its first satisfaction survey back in 2016. 

Additional factors enhanced the impetus, including: 

a) The wish to align with the Council’s promise to put to put people at the heart of what we do.  

 

b) The wish to adhere to recommendations published within the DfT Highway Maintenance 

Efficiency Programme publication “Prevention and a Better Cure” - Pothole Review. 

 

c) The opportunity to maximise available funding opportunities from the DfT for the Incentive 

Fund. To qualify for this funding stream, Councils are obliged to demonstrate that they are 

delivering value for money in carrying out cost effective improvements. Amongst such 

improvements is the establishment of a communications strategy where it suggests that part 

of this should include the undertaking of public opinion surveys on an annual basis. 

 

d) The aim to ensure Highways & Public Protection - Transportation and Highway 

Infrastructure Services Division become ever more focused on the customer. 

The results of the 2016 & 2017 surveys have now provided us with the foundation to develop a 

baseline which will, over time, enable assessment of performance that supports service 

prioritisation and improvement, while improving our insight and focus on our customer. A similar 

methodology to that used previously has been utilised to recreate this year’s survey and feedback 

report.   

 

The Consultation 

The survey covers a wide range of such services, including: 

 

 Roads and pavements  Traffic management 

 Roadworks  Cycling facilities 

 Pedestrian facilities  Flow of highway related updates  

 Road safety  Use of transport 

 

This wide variety aligns with the information collected via the National Highway & Transport Survey 

(NHTS), which is conducted on an annual basis by Ipsos MORI.  

In order to ensure qualification for Incentive Fund allocation, and satisfy at least Level 2 

achievement of the customer satisfaction aspect, DfT guidelines suggest use of the NHTS, or “an 

equivalent.” Therefore, to deviate too far from the content of NHTS could prove disadvantageous. 

Furthermore, we can use the results gathered over time to benchmark against others with more 

confidence 
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The objective is to determine the views of a sufficiently large and representative section of the 

community about Transportation & Highway Infrastructure Services. The results of this would give 

Members and Officers confidence that the views expressed were representative of the whole 

community of users of the highway infrastructure, both within and outside Sefton. 

 

Changes from 2017 survey 
 

 Deleted questions as per NHT – The deletions listed below are in line with those deleted in 

the NHT Survey: 

o How satisfied are you with the way the Council deals with illegally parked cars?* 

o How satisfied are you with cycle facilities in the workplace? 

o How satisfied are you with the enforcement of speed limits? 

(*NB – A similar question, in relation to satisfaction with the measures to tackle illegal on-

street parking, was retained in the 2018 survey) 

 

 Amended questions as per NHT – Under the main heading in relation to Road Safety, the 

following amendment is in line with the amendment in the NHT Survey: 

o How satisfied are you with the number of speed control measures (e.g. road 

humps)….          amended to: 

o How satisfied are you with the effectiveness of speed control measures (e.g. road 

humps) 

 

  Additional questions – Although these additions are not all strictly in line with the NHT 

Survey, we believe the additional information provided will be useful for us in the future: 

o How well informed do you feel about local highways services in general? 

o How well informed do you feel about the actions the Council is taking to repair local 

roads? 

o In which ways have you contacted the Council to report a highways issue, or to make 

a highways enquiry over the last 12 months? 

o How satisfied were you with how your enquiry was handled, from a given range of 

aspects? 

o What would be your preferred way to receive the information and updates we provide 

– question extended to include range of options as well as free-text 

 

 General Data Protection Regulations (GDPR) – In line with the updated GDPR guidance, a 

statement advising on the use of data etc is included, and participants are asked to confirm 

they have read the statement 

 
 

Methodology 
 

Consultation proposals were brought to the Consultation & Engagement Panel in May 2018, with 

an initial proposed launch date of 4th June 2018, and a close date of 31st August 2018.  However, 

due to resource problems, the launch date was postponed, and launched on 11th June, with an 

initial close date of 7th September.   
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Following approval by Cabinet Member, there were two extensions to the close date. This was 

mainly to co-ordinate a promotional exercise to aim to reach the younger range of the age 

demographic, and to allow sufficient time for participation. The subsequent close date was 

extended to 12th October, therefore the consultation was live for a total of 18 weeks. 

 

Promotion 
 

With the assistance of our Communications Team, a number of actions were undertaken to 

highlight and promote the survey over the 18 week period, including: 

 Launch on eNgage Space on 11th June 2018, with a final close date of 12th October 2018. 
 

 Email to all Councillors, Parish Councillors, Senior Managers and Heads of Service, and a 
variety of external Stakeholders. 
 

 Email to those participants from 2017, who indicated that they would be willing to take part 
again in a similar survey 

 

 Promotion on internal communications platforms, including intranet news & carousel, 
Yammer, One Council brief 

 

 Launch on various social media platforms, from the outset, with regular updates and 
responses to comments and questions posted throughout the duration of the survey. 

 

 Siting of bespoke pop-up display banners in various locations to inform of and promote 
participation in the survey 

 

 Promotion on external communications platforms, including website of SMBC, “My Sefton,” 
Partners (such as OVH, Invest Sefton), Schools, CVS 
 

 Press release to local free papers 
 

Event at Hugh Baird College 
 

Previous years’ surveys have indicated a lower level of participation in the younger age 
group. We should acknowledge that this is difficult to assess accurately, as the only indicator 
currently available is that within the Equalities section of the survey, by selecting the age 
group 18-29, and many participants choose not to answer the questions in this section, or 
select the “Prefer not to say” option.  
As an illustration, in this year’s survey, 53% of participants indicated a specific age group, 2% 
preferred not to say, and 45% did not provide any answer. Of those who did provide a 
response, only 32 (4%) indicated that they were within the 18-29 age-group.  
 
However, despite the fact that the data evidence could be considered ambiguous, there was 
a general impression that participation by the younger age group was low, and, to this end, 
we decided to make additional effort to promote the survey to younger people. 
 
Therefore, on 25th September, we set up our promotional banners in the main reception area 
of the Balliol Road Campus Building, between 11am and 2pm, which has a considerable 
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level of student footfall. In addition, we were able to access the student-only dining area on 
the 1st floor, during which we chatted to students and staff to inform them of the survey, to 
explain what we were aiming to achieve, and how they could be part of it. This proved to be 
an interesting experience! While there appeared to be minimal interest overall, it was 
interesting to hear the views of some of the young people we spoke to.  
One particular young woman seemed to feel sympathetic toward us, advising that “most 
young people” were not really interested in “this sort of stuff” although she was very polite 
and pleasant about the fact! 
 
At first glance, this exercise did not appear to be a success; the overall numbers in the 18-29 
age range are the same as last year, notwithstanding the ambiguity of the data already 
mentioned. In addition, the data shows that, of all those accessing the survey from 25th 
September onwards, and who also provided a response to the age-related equalities 
question, none were within the 18-29 age range:  
 

 
 
While the participation results suggest that this exercise did not have a major impact, it 
certainly proved to be interesting and useful as a learning experience.  We acknowledge that 
“something extra” is required to engage with young people, and we may consider how we 
could focus on this aspect for future surveys. 
 
Our thanks are extended to Pat Farrell of Hugh Baird, who facilitated this event on our behalf. 
 

 
The Results 
 

Following the success of the promotion on social media toward the latter part of the 2017 survey 

(when the return rate, in comparison to that in 2016, jumped by over 350%!), it was agreed that 

highlighting on social media platforms from the outset would probably be advantageous, and this 

proved to be correct.  The final outturn of participants who accessed the 2018 survey via eNgage 

Space was 1526, a 50% increase in participants in 2017, and a 63% increase in participants in 

2016.  

It should be acknowledged that the survey was not completed “in full” by all participants, i.e. some 

selections were left blank.  However, overall, the average response rate by question was 75.1% 
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The trend indicates that the response by question reduced as the survey continued, which could 

suggest that the number of questions has an influence on the completion of the survey in full. This 

theory is backed up by some comments that the survey is “too long” or “repetitive.”  We will aim to 

look at this aspect for the future, but, as mentioned previously, we need to remain closely aligned 

to the DfT approved NHT Survey, to ensure there is no detrimental effect on this funding source. 
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What do you think about Transportation & Highway Services? (Q1-Q4) 
 

Questions 1 and 2 aimed to identify the aspects of most/least importance, and then most/least 
satisfaction with the same aspects.  Over the past 3 annual surveys, the results reflect the same 
areas of most/least importance, and most/least satisfaction. 
 

Based on indication of Very or Fairly 
important, the 3 most important aspects 
were identified as: 

Based on indication of Very or Fairly 
satisfied, the 3 areas of most satisfaction 
were identified as: 

 Roads being in good condition  Street Lighting 

 Good pavements & footpaths 

 Safe Roads 

 Safety on roads 

 Pavements & footpaths 

 
Based on indication of Not at all or Not very 
important,  the 3 least important aspects 
were identified as: 

Based on indication of Very or Fairly 
dissatisfied, the 3 areas of least satisfaction 
were identified as: 

 Good cycle facilities  Condition of roads 

 A good Rights of Way network 

 Low levels of traffic pollution 

 Pavements & footpaths 

 Traffic levels & congestion 
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The final part of Question 2 aims to gauge overall satisfaction with the service as a whole. 
While the majority of participants remain fairly dissatisfied, those who are very dissatisfied overall 
has gradually grown, and those who are fairly satisfied has gradually dropped over the last 3 years: 
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For Questions 3 & 4, the focus was on prioritisation of efforts and spending. Participants were asked to identify which service areas could not 

accommodate a reduction in the level of services, and those areas where it would be acceptable to reduce the level of service (up to 5 service 

areas for both questions). The top 5 highest scores for each question are shown below, as well as the results for the same question in previous 

year’s survey.  

The top 5 areas in both the 2018 and 2017 areas are the same, although there are some slight differences in the actual results value* 

(*Most noticeable difference is the score to indicate it is acceptable to reduce services to manage and reduce levels of traffic congestion, which has 

increased from 21.5% in 2017 to 26.1% in 2018).  
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Question 5 – What do you think about Pavement & Pedestrian Facilities?  

The top areas of satisfaction remain the same as last year, namely provision of pavements, safe crossing points and drop kerb crossing points. 

The  areas where dissatisfaction remains the highest are also as last year, namely pavements being kept clear of obstructions (such as parked 

cars), the cleanliness and the condition of pavements 
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Question 6 – What do you think about Roadworks?  

The elements of most satisfaction remain the same as last year, namely the advanced notification and signposting of roadworks and diversions. 

The highest areas of dissatisfaction are time taken to complete and availability of information about roadworks. Efforts to reduce delays remains 

in the top three areas of both satisfaction and dissatisfaction.    
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What do you think about the Condition of Roads and Pavements (Q7-Q9) 
Question 7 examined satisfaction with road surfaces, road signs, verges, street lighting and highway drainage.  Over the last 2 years, although 

the trend in all areas of satisfaction generally remains the same, the percentage of those who were very or fairly satisfied with each element has 

fallen in 2018.  Conversely, the percentage of those who were very or fairly dissatisfied with each element has risen, with the exception of 

maintenance of highway verges (remained the same in 2018) and weed killing (dropped in 2018)    
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Question 8 measured participants’ perception in relation to potholes and damaged roads; the 

results show that in 2018, the perception is that the number of potholes has definitely increased.  

 

 
 
 

The perceived increase in potholes is also reflected in the question regarding satisfaction 

specifically with potholes and damaged roads, within Question 9 (see below). This aspect has 

consistently been the area of least satisfaction over the last 3 years.  
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Question 9 examined satisfaction with potholes (see comment above), and a variety of factors on the road, including the seasonal winter 

gritting and snow clearance.   Over the last 2 years, although the trend in all areas of satisfaction generally remains the same, the percentage of 

those who were very or fairly satisfied with the majority of aspects has fallen in 2018.  Conversely, the percentage of those who were very or 

fairly dissatisfied with each element has risen, with the exception of dealing with overgrown hedges and information on winter gritting, for which 

dissatisfaction has very slightly decreased.    
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What do you think about the Road Safety (Q10-Q11) 
Question 10 examined satisfaction with various aspects of Road Safety. As mentioned in the introduction, the question asked previously, in 

relation to satisfaction with enforcement of speed limits, has been removed; the assumption is that this enforcement is generally undertaken by 

local police forces, and the local authority has only limited influence over this enforcement.    

Taking all other safety aspects into account, the average overall level of satisfaction has dropped slightly to 28% (from 28.7% in 2017), while the 

overall level of dissatisfaction has increased to 36.8% (from 34.8% in 2017).  However, excluding the newly introduced aspect “Effectiveness of 

speed control measures”, the top 3 areas for both satisfaction and dissatisfaction, as illustrated in the chart below, have remained the same 

since the 2016 survey. 
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Question 11 enquired whether participants felt there was the “right amount” of a variety of road 

safety aspects. Any decision to add any of these aspects to the highway is governed by numerous 

external factors, such as design standards, good practice, accident data, physical location etc. so 

the “right amount” is a very personal measure, and more a perception.   

Based on the perception of participants as illustrated in the chart below, the following could be 

translated into satisfaction or otherwise: 

 Participants were generally satisfied with the number of street lights and controlled 

pedestrian crossings (“About the right amount”) 

 Participants were generally dissatisfied with the number of cycle routes and lanes (“A little/far 

too few”) 

 Participants were also generally dissatisfied with the number of speed control measures (“A 

little/far too many”) 
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Q12 – What do you think about Rights of Way? 
Question 12 gauged satisfaction with Rights of Way, and includes the following explanatory 

comment:  

“Rights of Way are routes open to the public, such as bridleways and footpaths, which are often in 

the countryside, but can also be found within towns”   

 

 
 

The outcome of this has remained similar over the last 3 years, and the majority of participants do 

not have a strong view either way in relation to satisfaction or dissatisfaction with a variety of Rights 

of Way factors: 
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Q13 – What do you think about how we manage traffic? 
Question 13 examined satisfaction with various aspects relating to traffic management.  The 2018 outturn for those who are very or fairly 

satisfied are all slightly below the cumulative average scores for 2016/17/18; the area of most satisfaction remains the location of permanent 

traffic lights.  The area of most dissatisfaction remains the measures to tackle illegal on-street parking.  
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Q14 & Q15 – What do you think about Cycling Facilities? 
As per previous years, the first half of this question is to determine “regular” use of a bike; 30.4% of all participant responded “yes” to this 

question.  However, “regular” is not specifically defined, so it is likely that the timescale has a different meaning for different people. Moving on 

to the subsequent question, in relation to satisfaction with cycling facilities, 52.4% of participants have expressed an opinion on all 8 aspects. 

This could suggest then that 52.4% of participants have experience of cycling around Sefton’s highway infrastructure, regardless of the 

frequency. 

 
 

The results are similar to last year, with the main areas of dissatisfaction remaining as the number, the location and the condition of cycle routes 
and lanes. 
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Q16 – How well informed do you feel? 
 

This question has been amended slightly from last year, when the focus was on how informed 
participants feel specifically in relation to Air Quality. Results could suggest that overall, participants 
feel slightly better informed on this aspect, as those who feel they are “fairly well informed” has risen 
slightly, and those who feel they are “not at all informed” has dropped slightly. 

 

 
 

Of the 3 areas, the main aspect participants felt informed about is in relation to local highways 
services in general, with a total of 21.5% who felt either “very well informed” or “fairly well informed”    
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Q17-Q19 – Your contact with the Council in relation to Highway Services 
 

Question 17 identified the various ways participants had contacted the Council over the last year, in 
relation to highway services.  
There were 6 possible options suggested, and an opportunity to add further details under “other.” 
 
A total of 1026 participants provided a response, and, from the 6 possible options provided: 

 800 participants (76.8%) selected 1 option, with 6 also providing an additional suggestion 
under “other” 

 166 participants (15.9%) selected 2 options, with 8 also providing also providing an additional 
suggestion under “other” 

 58 participants (5.6%) selected 3 options, with 2 also providing an additional suggestion 
under “other” 

 16 participants (1.5%) selected 4 options 

 1 participant (0.1%) selected 5 options 

 1 participant (0.1%) selected 6 options 

The breakdown of the various methods of contact is as follows, and the range of suggested options 
under “other” is also shown: 

 

 
 

 
Question 18 explores how satisfied participants were in relation to how they felt their enquiry was 
handled. Although 1026 participants provided a response to Q17, only 670 participants went on to 
provide a response to this question.  
 
While the majority appear to be generally satisfied with the ease of contact and the professionalism 
of staff, the speed and quality of response and the overall experience are generally areas of 
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Question 19 identified the various preferred ways in which participants could contact the Council, 
from a given range of options, and similarly to Q17, the opportunity to add further details under 
“other.”  The results are as follows: 
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Use of Transport – Questions 20 to 24 

The latter section of the survey looks specifically at the different methods of transport that 

participants use, how often they use it, the main reasons it is used for, and the ease of use. 

1036 participants provided a response to Questions 20 and 21, with the majority (89.7%) 

driving a car or van, and over 78% of this group indicated that they drove on a daily basis:

 

Question 22 looked at ways of travel other than by car, the top 3 methods are walking, by 

train and by bus: 
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Question 23 examined how participants generally travelled to specific places; the results for 

Q21 and Q22 are further supported by the popularity of modes of travel to a list of specific 

places, with Car or Van and Walking tending to be the most popular.  

Although shown for a comparison, the least popular options are likely to be dictated by 

participants’ physical independence, (ie whether they need a scooter to get around) and the 

location for travel (ie whether a P&R facility forms part of their route) 

Question 24 aimed to identify the ease of participants to access specific listed facilities, 

regardless of the mode of travel used:

 

Overall, travel to Doctors and health facilities, and local shops/supermarkets were found to 

be easiest, but travel to hospitals was found to be the most difficult. 
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Travel to: 
 

1st most 
popular mode 

of travel 

2nd most 
popular mode 

of travel 
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popular mode 

of travel 

 Lease popular mode 
of travel 

 Work  Car or van  Walking  Train  Mobility scooter 

 School  Car or van  Walking  Bike  Park & Ride 

 Shops  Car or van  Walking  Train  Motorbike 

 Doctors  Car or van  Walking  Bike  Park & Ride 

 Hospital  Car or van  Bus  Taxi  Park & Ride 

 Leisure  Car or van  Walking  Train  Mobility scooter 

 Family/friends  Car or van  Walking  Train  Park & Ride 
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Question 25 allowed participants to make further comment, ostensibly in relation to 

questions asked in this survey; 638 participants took advantage of this opportunity, providing 

a wide range of comments.  

Some of these comments are location specific, some relate to the actual survey itself, while 

others concern services provided by the Council on a wider scale, such as cleansing, refuse 

collection and tourist attractions. However, the comments do contain a full range of diverse 

opinions on many subjects. 

We acknowledge that the majority of the comments are negative in nature; a number relate to 

aspects outside the control of the Council, such as enforcing speed limits and prosecution of 

offenders, removal of, or revision to public transport services, issues on roads under the 

authority of Highways England or neighbouring Local Authorities etc. Some comments are 

also based on perception rather than fact (for example “Why is it that Maghull get their grass 

verges cut and weeds sprayed every other week, whereas Bootle and Litherland are left to 

overgrow”), but this does not make them any less valid, as it is the perception of our 

Customer. The negativity of comments is as expected though, as we believe participants feel 

that this is an opportunity to make their voices heard, and try to correct certain aspects, 

particularly in their own area.  As one participant helpfully explained prior to providing his 

general comments: “For time saving I will focus on the negative as positives are ticked in the 

survey. 

The analysis of the wide variety of comments can be quite a complicated and time-

consuming exercise. To hopefully assist with this, the layout for the 2019 survey is to be 

revised, with comments sections specific to each themed section of questions. There will still 

be a section for “general” comments, but it is anticipated (maybe a little optimistically!) that 

participants in the 2019 survey will tailor their comments to the theme of the questions they 

have answered in each particular section. This will hopefully lead to more prompt and 

straightforward analysis and interpretation of the comments provided 

The full range of comments can be found in the appendix, but below is just a small selection 

sample, grouped into some main themes: 
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Road Condition, Roadworks and Potholes: 

 Also, some things have occurred but been fixed within a short time period, eg. potholes, so 
although some roads have been particularly bad they have mostly been fixed now, eg. 
Fleetwood Road and Park Avenue in Southport. 
 

 It's all about potholes and road surfaces. They should have a higher priority and be repaired to 
a higher standard. 
 

 Majority of my complaint is the overall condition of the roads, potholes, sunken drains, 
roadworks that ruin a perfectly good surface, unnecessary 20mph areas & number of speed 
bumps in high park 

 

 The work standard of repairs to potholes is shocking.  So many streets look like patchwork 
quilts and the poor quality repairs fail too quickly.  As a cyclist so many streets have dangerous 
ruts/potholes in them and drivers are not aware to give cyclists enough clearance given the 
poor quality of the part of the road cyclists use to avoid potential hazards. 
 

 We pay road tax  use it to fix potholes properly not just fill up with inferior mix  look what you 
did to Lord st then needed repair within 2 month's.  
 

 Why are there still so many potholes, and why are they not repaired adequately/keep 
reappearing? I feel my car is being damaged daily on my commute to work.  

 

 We seem to get flurries of activity especially with road repairs/work rather than spaced out thus 
I have noticed in several areas a lot of work going on at the same time causes a lot of 
unnecessary congestion. 

 

 Quality of pothole repair is inconsistent. Some excellent so poor. This also applies when 
utilities dig up then repair the roads. seems to be a general absence of standard and quality 
control 

 

 Although I can see a few improvements in road services it's not good enough 
 

The Condition of Pavements: 

 Slippy pavements - the old Southport tiles are still present on many pavements. These are 
extremely slippy and dangerous when wet. 
 

 As a wheelchair user, I'd like footpaths to be better repaired and maintained.  Some appear to 
be just a patchwork of repairs, which makes for a very uncomfortable ride!  Also, I'd like to see 
the sideways gradient of some footpaths reduced. 
 

 Cyclists seem to feel it is okay to use pavements and nothing is ever done about it. This 
concerns me, especially in areas with lots of pedestrians 
 

 I have seen pavements dug up & replaced wasting tax payers money that should be spent on 
roads. 
 

 If you could improve the quality of our pavements then our city would look so much better. 
 

 On the positive side the pavement at the bottom of Lord st is 100 times better & looks great 
 

 Pavement obstruction tree roots altering camber dangerous for disabled wheelchair users 
 

Speed Limits & Road Safety: 

 Too many speed humps ruining cars, too many traffic lights and mini roundabouts increasing 
congestion. More needs to be done to increase traffic flow on cemetery road and out of 
Southport for work routes. Abolish 20mph limits, they are useless. 
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 There are FAR too many speed humps in Sefton and many are dangerously high or in a poor 
state of repair 

 Speeds on most roads are 20  mph. I can see benefit on some roads but likea of Bridle road 
(very little residential area) all it does is cause chaos. 

 PLEASE get rid of the speed humps and 20mph zones.  There is no evidence that they are of 
any benefit, and they make driving more dangerous for responsible drivers as we can judge 
safe speeds to travel.  Irresponsible drivers ignore them anyway, so all you are doing is slowing 
down the safe responsible ones 
 

 I am totally supportive of the 20mph initiative in residential areas close to schools etc however 
there is little if any enforcement of it as my own experience is quite a lot of drivers and in 
particular taxis from DELTA and SRC totally ignore it. 

 

 The actual pavements are a huge safety concern heading out of the centre of  Melling , very 
narrow and in places none existent where pedestrians are forced to cross in dangerous places 
for this reason you don't see many walking in Melling, we are reliant on cars 
  

 Speeds outside larkfield school on Preston new road is far too fast, a safer crossing place at 
the end of Lexton Drive would also be helpful, there are crossing places at almost every other 
junction apart from Lexton Drive, where there is a bus stop, this makes it quite difficult to cross 
especially at busy times. 
  

 Safety around Mersey Road/College Road/Alexandra Road is non existent, in spite of a tragic 
fatality there in recent memory. There are near misses on the roundabout there every day 
.  

 Why do you not do anything at the Kew Roundabout for pedestrians? Vehicles travel far too 
quickly and width of the roads make crossing safely impossible 
 

Parking – Residential and Car Parking 

 I think homes with more than 2 cars (unless multi-occupancy building with associated council 
tax payments) should pay a parking premium when they have more than 2 cars as typically 
these are parked half on pavement and take up road space as very few driveways can hold 
more than 2 cars. 
 

 Chapel Street Southport, pedestrianised with no disabled parking or access within 50 metres of 
most of it. Blue badges are awarded to people who can't walk very far yet you expect us to 
happily or magically access pedestrianised shopping areas. We can't!  
 

 Why aren't traffic wardens posted outside schools to prevent the selfish parking by parents 
 

 Why allow permission for the construction of flats/apartments without sufficient off-road parking 
for residents  and guests 
 

 When are the council going to stop cars and vans parking on the pavements, before long the 
council tax will be going up to repair the kerbs because everyone is parking on them 
 

 There is absolutely nowhere free to park to be able to enjoy the coast. Check New Brighton 
where parking is free and the place is buzzing!!! 
 

 Also residential Parking to elevate the congestion caused by recent licensed premises that 
have opened (in Crosby). A failure on the licensing committee, as these problems should have 
been taken into account. 
 

 Stop pavement parking  we all pay council tax and pavements are for pedestrians,and roads 
for vehicles 
 

 Sefton don't seem to bothered about the abnormal amount of vehicles of all types including 
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police vehicles using and severely damaging footpaths and blocking in a lot of cases 
wheelchair access 
 

 School parking a nightmare not enough places to park anywhere 
 

 Costs of parking are driving people away better to go to a centre away from Southport with free 
parking and make a day of it 

 

 Park and Ride schemes in Central and South Sefton would be good. Crosby Village and Bootle 
New Strand with links to Liverpool City Centre and Southport would be useful. If Southport has 
a park and ride, it is not advertised enough. The ones in Chester are great as they are 
signposted from the motorway 
 

Weeds and Verges: 

 Road verges should be left to become mini meadows as much as possible.  Insect life is 
declining as we have become too tidy and use too many chemicals. We need insects for a 
healthy bio diverse environment. 

 

 The grass cutting on Dunningsbridge Road for example is an absolute disgrace, the grass is 
taller than the railings at the side of the road. 

 

 Southport is the home of the weedy roundabout. They are cleared only in time for the Flower 
Show - residents have to put up with the mess the rest of the year. 

 

 Also the huge weeds growing around trees etc on the pavement are a safety hazard as they 
block the vision of drivers 

 

 A fly past with a weed gun on a buggy does not mean weeds are killed ... The speed the men 
went it's no wonder weeds have been a problem this year again ... The spray was airborne! 

 

 I was in Warwick this week and it was clear that they had planted wild flowers on their 
roundabouts and grass verges on the highway.  This is likely to be a cost saving measure so 
that they don't have to cut the grass., I'm sure wouldn't cost a lot to implement but may make 
the highways look a little less overgrown and may even encourage wildlife! 

 

HGVs and Congestion: 

 HGV transport from the Docks is a huge concern. Far too much polution.   Require a tunnel 
built from the/Docks to motorway or re-use existing old rail tunnel. 

 

 I am not satisfied with the routes of HGV'S. Our council should be encouraging peel ports to 
utilise railways for moving freight. 

 

 HGVs parking in side roads is very dangerous and should be stopped before an accident 
happens. 

 

 The increased levels of HGV'so allowed on the road during  unsociable hours has resulted in 
loss of sleep. 

 

 I am concerned with the amount of HGV traffic in Sefton, and the loss of precious green 
spaces to roadbuilding. Sefton is a residential area, not a lorry thoroughfare for Peel Ports. 

 

 The speed of the lorries is ridiculous and dangerous. Recently I have noticed more HGVs 
along sefton road and gorsey lane. 

 

 There would be less congestion and/or safety issues, if cyclists were given better education 
and /or more prosecutions. 
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Air Quality and Pollution: 

 Accurate pollutants levels via digitised monitors is required in South Sefton due to the impact 
of the dock expansion. 

 

 Air pollution updates would be good. Especially on an app that could be given out as info to 
respiratory patients. And help prevent hospital admissions for those with long term respiratory 
conditions. 

 

 The increase of traffic in my area has increased   air pollution and reduced air quality which 
has resulted in me having further breathing difficulties 

 

 The pollution along Church Road, Litherland from traffic, particularly lorries, is detrimental to 
residents' health.  Figures of the poor air quality should be published regularly. 

 

 The council shouldn't feel the need to build new roads through green space areas that are 
already limited The council should do everything in its powers to protect green space which 
helps to improve air quality and gives people space to undertake recreational activities 

 

 I feel thar Sefton really need to address the levels of pollution and air quality in the borough 
especially for the families and schools who live along the A5036 corridor . Figures on the 
breathing space website very rarely for the hawthorns rd station and this is not acceptable . 

 

 Road verges should be left to become mini meadows as much as possible.  Insect life is 
declining as we have become too tidy and use too many chemicals. We need insects for a 
healthy bio diverse environment. 

 

Budgets and Spending: 

 Allocate some of the budget to customer service training for traffic wardens so they can deal 
with people like normal human beings 
 

 If laws and regulations already applying to roads and highways were properly enforced they 
would probably pay for all the shortfalls in budget. 
 

 Understand the budget pressures, we are told about them all the time. But we also pay a lot of 
council tax, as well as income and value added tax. 
 

 With budget cuts, I understand that it is not possible to maintain everywhere but expenditure 
should be more evenly distributed throughout the borough. Alternatively, local companies / 
supermarkets could be asked to sponsor the maintenance of the roundabouts. Switch Island is 
an arrival point for many visitors to the region so should create a good impression and 
Southport Rd is a main artery. 

 

 You may have budget constraints but the first thing hit is front line services while the gravy train 
at the top carries on! 

 

 I think the council should continue to maintain all speed cameras and enforce the speeding 
fines to help pay for road maintenance and pavement upkeep 
 

 Sefton must do better....the £3.3 million on The Strand is a massive white elephant and should 
have been spent on roads 
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Many participants have commented on issues explicitly within their own area; however, the 
mention of the following specific locations cropped up numerous times, the following are 
just some comments in relation to: 
Switch Island / Brooms Cross Road / Dunningsbridge Rd / Rimrose Valley: 

 Dunningsbridge rd is very congested and any journey involving this route is slow at any time of 
day. 

 

 Dunningsbridge Road and government preferred route MUST be scrapped immediately. The 
North West requires proper investment like London has received for decades. 

 

 It's a daily occurence for a dangerous HGV to be driving down our roads particularly 
dunningsbridge road and church road . The should be made to stay in one lane toward the 
dock 

 

 I would like the council to address the litter problem along the use of the roads in particular 
Dunnings bride rd and switch island.  Also the chaos the occurs daily when driving through 
switch island. 

 

 Switch Island is the worse road junction I have ever come across.  No consultation has been 
made with the general public and the local residents of the area. There are daily incidents at 
this junction. 

 

 The grass cutting on Dunningsbridge Road for example is an absolute disgrace, the grass is 
taller than the railings at the side of the road. 

 

 Build a tunnel from the docks to switch island. open up all the old tunnels under bootle and use 
them to get freight off the docks. 

 

 My direct route to work is through Switch Island - such are the issues with the poor signage 
and contradictory road marking that I fully avoid switch island at peak times.  It is far too 
dangerous. 

 

 I would like the council to address the litter problem along the use of the roads in particular 
Dunnings bride rd and switch island.  Also the chaos the occurs daily when driving through 
switch island. 

 

 Things are getting better at Switch Island as a result of revised planning and signage. 
 

 Switch island new roads are so dangerous for pedestrians and cyclists alike as there are no 
displays to indicate if lights are due to change, every day I feel like it's a life lottery trying to 
gauge when lights are going to change 

 

 Since brooms road opened this has added journey time onto getting out of formby as more 
cars use that road than before, without reducing speed, so it's harder to get out 

 

 Residents of the area, who are already suffering from serious health issues, will be the most 
seriously affected should the planned road through Rimrose Valley go ahead. We are very 
fearful of any further impact on our health & wellbeing & that of the communities bordering the 
only major green space available. The Valley is vital as the "lungs"of this area and as a 
necessary recreational space that is the also the habitat of a wide diversity of wildlife and 
plants. 
 

 Fully object to any road being put through Rimrose Valley Park, our only green space, we need 
this space to walk, cycle and exercise and leisure safely away from pollution and traffic. 
 

 I am totally opposed to the Highways Agency decision to build a road through Rimrose Valley. 
RV is a valuable green space and absolutely vital for the health and wellbeing of the residents 
of Sefton. 
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 I am very concerned about the current plans to build a dual carriage way which will endanger 
the wildlife on Riimrose Valley.It will also add to air pollution levels which will affect the heart 
and lung health of people in the area 
 

 I'm in favour of the Rimrose Valley road. 
 

 I'd like to see Sefton tackling the proposed new road through the Rimrose Valley.  The 
consultation was a joke and I don't see it solving the problem at all.  We want to keep our 
green space. 
 

 Specifically the planned road through rimrose valley is terrifying me.  The isease in pollution 
and loss  of beautiful healthy natural space.  I run there every single day.  I also walk my dog 
daily there.  It helps my mental health and is walkable from my home and the reason I moved 
here 3 years ago. 
 

 Totally wrong to build a rd on Rimrose valley we need the clean air and the wild life for our 
children 
 

 Why can't the highways agency use the disused railway instead of rimrose valley. As a council 
whom I voted for your failures to fight this are a joke. 
 

 Yes, I am very concerned about the high levels of traffic pollution and the lack of  green spaces 
especially with Rimrose Valley under threat of being destroyed. How are you going to provide 
adequate natural space for the community to benefit well being and mental health? We need 
natural spaces and  we need to teach our young ones about wildlife and to respect and 
appreciate nature. Low levels of traffic pollution and natural spaces are priority for me. 

And finally some comments on the survey itself: 

 I realise you can never satisfy every point of view and budgets are tight but surveys like this 
accomplish little, without specifics. 
 

 Another awful questionnaire by Sefton Council. You desperately need help from research 
experts how to construct a valid and useful questionnaire 

 

 None of this survey asked about the problem of dog muck on pavements which is a big 
problem. 

 

 This questionnaire is far too long and repetitive.  Don't just think of a question and put it on the 
list, think about what you really NEED to know. 8 to 10 questions is my limit. I'm not here to do 
your job for you. 

 

 This survey is far too long. 
 

 Try to make this questionnaire a bit shorter. 
 

 Surveys are good , actions are better . 
 

 Very pleased to see you running such a survey. 
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Postcode Postcode Postcode Postcode Postcode

PR8 194 or 21.0% L20 63 or 6.8% L10 14 or 1.5% L9 3 or 0.3% L18 1 or 0.1%

L23 152 or 16.5% L31 63 or 6.8% L29 4 or 0.4% L27 2 or 0.2% SK1 1 or 0.1%

PR9 139 or 15.1% L22 51 or 5.5% L39 4 or 0.4% PR4 2 or 0.2% SK11 1 or 0.1%

L37 83 or 9.0% L30 42 or 4.6% L19 3 or 0.3% CH61 1 or 0.1% WA1 1 or 0.1%

L21 70 or 7.6% L38 24 or 2.6% L40 3 or 0.3% CH62 1 or 0.1% WA13 1 or 0.1%

Number recorded Number recorded Number recordedNumber recorded Number recorded

GDPR: Information in relation to GDPR – We are required to include information to advise 

participants about the data we collect as part of this survey, its use, confidentiality etc. 

Participants are requested to acknowledge that they have read the information provided; 971 

or 63% provided this acknowledgement. 

 

Question 26 focused specifically on Sefton residency - 97.5% of those who participated in 

this survey, and provided a response to this question, indicated that they were Sefton 

residents, compared to 95.2% in 2017, and 92.4% in 2016. 

From the personal details provided (contact details in Q29, and postcode details in Equalities 

Q1), the geographical extent of participants can be illustrated as follows: 

L21: 70

PR8: 194

L23: 152

PR9: 139

L22: 51

L31: 63

L37: 83

L30: 42

L10: 14

L38: 24
L29: 4

L39: 4

L40: 3

L9: 3

L20: 63

L19: 3

L27: 2

CH 61: 1 

& CH62: 1

L18: 1

WA1: 1 

& WA13: 1
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Further Contact 

As advised in previous years, as the intention is to repeat the survey on an annual basis, participants 

were asked if they would be willing to get involved in future surveys.  We believe this will assist in 

identifying whether outlook and opinions on transportation and highways infrastructure services have 

changed, or if there are any trends emerging.  This information will also help to form a core of those 

willing to provide assistance in the future.  

 Question 27 – 45.5% (695) of all participants provided contact details and indicated that they 

would be willing to participate in future surveys about Sefton’s T&HI services.  

Although percentage-wise this is a decrease on last year’s outturn of 67.6% (469), due to the 

overall increase in respondents, the actual number has increased by 226. 

 

 Question 28 – 43.2% (659) of all participants provided contact details and indicated that they 

would be willing to participate in other future Sefton Council surveys.  

Although percentage-wise this is a decrease on last year’s outturn of 66.2% (440), due to the 

overall increase in respondents, the actual number has increased by 219. 

 

The relevant contact details have now been passed on to the Strategic Support team, as requested. 
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Equalities Section 

A standard inclusion in all surveys is the section on equalities, which asks participants to provide 

some details about themselves.  It is understood that the intention of this section is to increase the 

overall knowledge of the Borough’s demographic; however, in terms of the use of the transportation 

and highways infrastructure, the main areas of interest would be in terms of age and ability. 

Q1 – Post Code: Participants were asked to provide the first 3 letters of their postcode; just under half 

the total participants (747 or 49%) provided this detail. The information from this question has been 

combined with the information from Question 26, and is as reported above. 

Q2 – See p35 

Q3 – Age: 811 participants provided a response to this question, details as follows: 

 

Q4 – Disability: Only a relatively small number of the overall participants provided a response 

to this question. Only 119 or 7.8% indicated that they would consider themselves to be 

“disabled” while 217 or 14.2% of participants selected at least 1 option from those provided, 

18-29 30-39 40-49 50-59 60-69 70-79 80-84 85+

2016 4.1% 12.9% 23.5% 27.1% 22.6% 7.9% 1.4% 0.4%

2017 5.5% 15.2% 23.0% 24.5% 22.7% 8.3% 0.7% 0.2%

2018 3.9% 10.4% 16.4% 27.6% 26.6% 13.3% 1.0% 0.7%
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with the range as shown below:
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Q4 - Disability: Do you have  any of the following....
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Q5 - Ethnicity - do you identify as.....
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 Q2 – Are you Male or Female? 

 Q7 – How would you describe your sexual orientation? 

 Q8 – Do you live with the gender you were given at birth? 
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Conclusion 
 
As this is the third year of the survey, the results will be available as evidence to support the 
level award as determined by DfT, and any subsequent funding allocation, which requires 
authorities to demonstrate that they are delivering value for money in carrying out cost 
effective improvements. Amongst these improvements is the establishment of a 
communications strategy, which suggests that part of this should include the undertaking of 

public opinion surveys on an annual basis. 
 
We now have 3 years’ results to continue to build a robust baseline, which we can use as a 
baseline for future exercises, and we have been able to compare the results for many of the 
questions. In general, the outcome for the 2018 survey is similar to that for the previous 2 
years, largely with a low standard deviation in year-on-year results (meaning that most of 
the results are close to the an average baseline, established from 3 years’ worth of data) 
 
As the results for the last 3 years are comparable, the concerns of participants remain similar 

too. The following comments are mostly in relation to the 2018 score compared to the 3-year 

average figure.    

Unsurprisingly, the importance of roads and pavements remaining in good condition 

continues to increase. Furthermore, a higher percentage of respondents now feel it is not 

acceptable to reduce the level of service to maintain roads and pavements. 

The overall dissatisfaction for maintenance, repairs etc to both roads and pavements 

continues to increase.  Some 2018 results reflect a figure of more than 5% higher than the 3-

year average figures, particularly in the following areas: the condition of roads and road 

surfaces; the speed and quality of repair; the way potholes and damaged roads are dealt 

with.  

In relation to the perception regarding the number of potholes, almost 78% of this year’s 

respondents believe there are now more potholes in the highway, 10% above the 3-year 

average figure.   

In relation to the areas where participants believe it is acceptable to reduce the level of 

service, the response to “none of these” has increased since last year.  However, the same 3 

areas have scored highest over the last 2 years, namely the management and maintenance 

of: country paths and Rights of Way; cycle paths and facilities; grass verges, trees and weed 

control. 

The importance in maintaining low levels of traffic pollution shows a year-on-year increase, 

increasing by just over 11% since 2016. This is further reflected in the increase in qualitative 

comments regarding air quality, congestion and pollution. Residents expressed concerns in 

relation to routes taken by HGVs, traffic waiting at traffic lights, speed bumps, lack of traffic 

restrictions, and have commented on the effects of these factors on their general health and 

wellbeing. In addition, although there has been a slight increase in the number who do feel 

informed about air quality, the majority believe that there is still insufficient information 

available.  

2018 results for street lighting reflect a slight increase in dissatisfaction with the provision of 

street lights, and the dissatisfaction with the speed of repair is more than 2% above the 3-

year average figure. However, overall, there remains an indication of general satisfaction with 

both street lighting and winter gritting service. 
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The lack of enforcement over a variety of issues is a cause for concern for many participants, 

echoed numerous times within the comments.  There are many references to cyclists riding 

on pavements or ignoring road restrictions (traffic light etc), speed limits regularly exceeded, 

dog fouling on pavements, vehicles parked on pavements or parked illegally, all with 

apparently no consequence. The issue of lack of enforcement of speed limits also leads to 

many additional comments as to whether the 20mph zones are necessary, particularly as 

they are also not observed. 

There is a trend toward contacting the Council via electronic methods, with over 57% of 

participants reporting issues etc via the Council website or by email, and there is overall 

satisfaction with the ease of contact.  Participants are generally satisfied with the 

professionalism of staff, but less so with the speed and quality of responses. Additionally, 

over 50% of respondents expressed a preference for future information and updates to be 

provided via electronic means (through Council website, social media, email or mobile 

phone).  We also believe that the increased participation in this survey is linked to the 

promotion on social media platforms.  

  

Potential actions: 

 A number of issues could be addressed by directing respondents to the information 

available within the Parking, Roads & Travel section on the website. For example, the 

website contains rationale in relation to traffic calming measures, details of winter 

gritting routes, details of the Highway Maintenance programme, and how to report 

potholes and highway damage etc. 

 Some might inform our priorities – for example: 

o Should we focus on the quality of repairs more?  

o Are we doing enough on informing and educating our customers?  

o What, if anything, are we doing about air quality and how we inform on actions 

taken?  

o Do we need to review the method/timing/frequency of horticultural 

maintenance, and consider areas where we could let nature take its course? 

o Is the issue of parking on pavements in a particular area and how do we deal 

with it? 

 Some might enable us to work in a different way – can we get volunteers to cut back 

vegetation on ROW? 

 As explained previously, in order to ensure qualification for available funding, it is 

necessary to undertake a survey that the DfT would consider to be an “equivalent” to 

their recommended NHTS survey.  However, in acknowledgement of comments 

relating to the length of the survey, it is planned to reduce the number of questions in 

the 2019 survey, which we believe would have minimal repercussions.  

 With the introduction of a new consultation system, we will also consider changes to 

the layout and design of the 2019 survey, and aim to include additional information 

and relevant links to pertinent documents already available on our website, or to other 

services provided by the Council (eg cleansing).  We are hopeful that the new system 

will enable an improved collation of comments and information, with more regular 

interrogation of responses and identification of issues raised. 

https://www.sefton.gov.uk/parking,-roads-travel.aspx
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We need to ensure that we feed back to our communities with the output from the survey, 

and advise how we have used the results to inform our priorities and what we may do 

differently as a result. 

 
Next Steps 
 
The results of the consultation will be published on the Council’s website, and, where 
possible, will include an indicator of the percentage difference (increase or decrease) from 
previous year’s result 
 
The intention is to carry out this survey again this year, initially addressing those participants 
who have indicated willingness to be contacted again, but also aim to increase participation 
overall. With the increased use of social media, we are hopeful that we can continue to 
reach a wide and increasing audience. 
 
 
Contact 
 
The helpline for the survey will remain open for any related enquiries – contact number is 

(0151) 934 4226 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


